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This study is preliminary one for the generation of RFP
configuration optimized into higher stability beta limit against m=l
resonant resistive MHD modes.weakly dependent on wall stabilization
effect, and in steady—state free from magnetic field diffusion and
turbulent relaxation. Furthermore, general ly the m=l resonant MHD
modes triggering the turbulent relaxation occur over entire plasma
region. From these viewpoints, fast magnetosonic waves (FMW; f D c <f<f L »,
Low and High Frequency FMWs)are used as current driver since it has
good accessibility to high density region with strong absorption rate
and a relatively high current driving efficiency, as reported by us[l].

First the benefit of FMW current drive is theoretically
demonstrated by the significant reduction of nonlinearly turbulent
level associated with the relaxation process in modified Besssel
function model RFP plasma, which is linearly unstable against MHD
instabilities. Without rf injection, the strong MHD relaxation takes
place, then, the profile of force—free current density A(=j|/B) is
quickly flattened in central region. The X profile in the relaxed
state evolves into that in the unstable state so that the X value
increases with time in inner region, on contrary, decreases with time
in outer region. During this phase the resistive field diffusion
becomes dominant as the reversed field disappears slowly and the
poloidal current in outer region decreases. With only 5% fraction of
rf—driven current to total current, the MHD relaxation is not observed
and the X profile approaches to that in the relaxed slate, suggest ing
a significant improvement of energy confinement time.

Next problem is to find the more stable configuration in which the
nonlinearly turbulent level is reduced with the less wave power.
Hence, we are interested in the stability conditions of m=l resonant
resistive MUD modes and its high beta approach by FMW current drive
in partially relaxed state mode I (I'RSM) -RFP conf igurat ion U ] , which is
characterized by the force-free fie Ids, VxB=A.B, only for poloidal
direction, a plasma pressure gradient to satify Suydam cr i ter ion (So<l),
dp/dr=-S. riS, (dq/dr) 2/B/u q* (q is safety factor), the stable on-axis m=l
resi st ivc MUD modes, and a relatively high stability beta limit of
central beta jS(0)~19% with So SI, i=constant, I'/O=-l. 4/2. 1 against both
m=l ideal kink and Suydam localized modes(F is the field reversal
ratio B, (at wall)/<B.>,0 is the pinch parameter B. (at wall)/<B,>).
The form of X profile is assumed to be of ji / B (=X) = (1- (ip/ip,)"'("', mi =
5, n,=2, where «fr and I/I, are poloidal flux at a flux surface and wall,
respectively. The stability conditions of m=l resonant resistive MHD
modes in PRSM-RFP equilibrium with and without FMW current drive are
examined by solving numerically maximum eigenvalues as initial value
problem on the base of a I inearized, compressible three dimensional
MHD equations including resist ivi ty, vi scosi ty, thermal conduction
terms. Cylindrical plasma is bounded by perfectly conducting wall.

Note that, when the resistive diffusion of the equilibrium
configuration is neglected, only instabilities can be studied whose
characteristic limc-scalc is shorter than TK , the resistive diffusion

time. For comparison, in a RFP model describing both the parallel and
perpendicular current density components, if viscosity is neglected,
resistive interchange modes (g-modes) are always present when S O<1[3].
For this reason and also because of the limit to the analysis posed
by the resistive diffusion of the equilibrium configurations, a stable
configuration, in which the growth rales are less than S"' (S=ri,/r«, r»
is Alfven time), is considered and a kind of stability beta limit is
defined. The defined stability beta limit is 0 (volume averaged beta)~
0. 6%->6. 5% for 9—1. 5-*l. 8 against m=l resonant resistive MHD modes and
/J~20% for O~l. 85 against m=l ideal MHD modes, in the case of nu=2, n,=l,
So~l and S=lxlO'. The beta limit to the m=l resonant resistive MUD
modes is ~ 5 % for 9~I. 75 is comparable to a not optimized stable beta
value of 0~5. 5% in PRSM-RFP configuration with So =0. 8, m» =5, n, =2, 9=1.
76, S=3X10'. Hence, the stability beta limit is predicted to be higher
in PRSM-RFP with S.>0. 8 than that in above mentioned finite 0 RFP
model although the parameter study for the optimization into higher
beta is progressing. In the Bessel function model modified by both
the pitch function P (r)=2 (l-r2/8-r'/400), in which j-B/B' becomes
smallor zero in the outer regions, and a pressure gradient to satisfy
Suydam criterion, the stability beta limit is reduced to 0(O)~12% for
0~2. 0 (S=10*~10', without a vacuum edge) against tearing modes and 0 (0) ~
17% for 6~3. 0 against ideal kink modes [4].

An expression for bootstrap current density relative to required
toroidal current density gives j«c/u~l% for the PRSM-RFP with S.=0. 8.
For steady state RFP operat ion, c i rcul at ing power must be minimized.
This goal is achieved by optimizing not the bootstrap current
contribution but the paramagnetisra contribution and high beta value.

The obtained results are summarized as follows;
i. M=I resonant resistive MHD modes-stable PRSM-RFP equilibrium is

obtained which in the central regions of the pinch are of the form
given by Taylor, in the middle regions have a flat X profile, and in
the outer regions carry n£ current. _
ii. PRSM-RFP plasmas with <?, (=2*i. <p>/B.,z)=16. 1%<0~5. 5%, S,=0. 8),nu=5:

n, =2, F / 9 ^ 0 . 2/1. 76 are stable against m=l resonant resistive MHD
modes in the case of Lundquist number S=3X1O". The further increase
of So, IFI/8 and itu/m values can be predicted to enhance the
stability beta limit /?. t, as well as for m=l ideal kink modes. For
comparison, the value of (?,, is higher than that in a RFP model
describing both parallel and perpendicular current density components.
iii. The value of ft., can be enhanced by widening the flat region in X

profile with FMW current drive using wave parameters such as parallel
refractive index and wave power appropriate lo plasma parameters.
iv. The wave power required for the enhancement of ft* t becomes the
less for the larger K / N at a constant plasma pressure. The larger is
I,/N, the higher is current driving efficiency and the longer is
energy confinemet time as it scales zr.«= (I. /N) ''' with Spitzer
resi st ivi ty (i. e. wi thout dynamo-enhanced power input).
v. In the presence of positive gradient in X prof i I c, wh i c_h is

controllable by FVW current drive, the lower beta p I asma (fir =8. 24%, So =0.
4) is stable, but the higher beta plasma (.P, =16. 1%, So =0. 8) is unstable
against the m=l resonant resistive MHD modes with higher n number(for
example, na/R>3) and the m=l resonant ideal modes with lower n number
(na/RO), cr i I i cal n number of which might depend on X profile.
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